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Abstract :  For functions defined via Dirichlet series/generalized Dirichlet 
series in some half planes of the complex plane , we give a new simple 
elementary approach to obtain an Approximate Functional Equation (AFE for 
short) for the product of functions with explicit remainder term , provided the 
given functions have AFEs in the same region . We do this , using a new 
highly generalized identity , following Motohashi’s approach  based on a 
generalization of Dirichlet’s device . We use our method to give an AFE 
for the product of two Dirichlet L-series corresponding to primitive Dirichlet 
characters , having explicit expression for the  remainder term , with hitherto 
unknown estimate for it . We also consider AFEs  of  functions on real line 
and  state  AFEs  of  square-roots of Riemann zeta function and Dirichlet 
L-series in the critical strip .
Keywords :  Approximate function equation , Dirichlet character , Riemann 
Zeta function , Dirichlet’s Divisor Problem , Dirichlet L-series .
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be given Dirichlet Series , convergent in some half planes of the complex 
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where )(1 sψ , )(2 sψ  are given functions and δ  is a fixed complex number  and 
111 Tyx = and 222 Tyx = ; 0, 21 >xx . That is , ;,0 1
1
11 x





Thus 0,0 21 ≥≥ yy  with 21,TT  depending upon its += σ  only , and possibly 
some other parameters . Here 1T  is independent of ;1x and 2T  independent 
of  2x  .  The motivation for considering these relations comes from the 
Approximate Functional Equation (AFE) for Riemann Zeta Function )(sζ  in 





ss xsEnsns ),()()( 1χζ  with xtyx pi2,0 => ,  where )(sχ  is 
defined by the functional equation )1()()( sss −= ζχζ  . We also know that 
t
xxxsE σσ −+<< − 1),( , provided 1,1 >>>> yx  with << constants absolute . 
Following the analogy with the case of Riemann zeta function )(sζ  ,  we shall 
call the above two relations Approximate Functional Equations (AFEs) for 
)(1 sf  and )(2 sf  respectively ,  though formally neither )(1 sf  nor )(2 sf  may 
have any functional equation at all . The object of this paper is to give an AFE 
for the product )(1 sf . )(2 sf  in the same region by elementary method with an 
explicit expression for its remainder term ),( 212,1 xxsE  and to give an estimate 
for ),( 212,1 xxsE , provided we have estimates for both ),( 11 xsE  and ),( 22 xsE  . 
Besides being the elementary method and hence  transparent , our approach 
is significant in the sense that it does away with the impression that 
a) the derivation of AFE-type relation  for the product of functions is highly 
: 3 :
dependent upon the functional equation satisfied by each function .
b) the derivation of  AFE for the product depends upon the peculiar nature of 
the functional equation satisfied by each function .
c)  the AFE for the product can be obtained , only by analytic methods 
comprising complex  contour integration . 
Our method enables one to write down the AFE , not only of the r-th power of 
)(sζ  or ),( χsL  but also , of  the r-th root of )(sζ  or ),( χsL  , where 1≥r  is 
an integer . Also our approach brings out  new facts. (See our corollaries 
below ) .
              As regards the AFE for )(sζ  as stated above , one particular case of 
it namely , the AFE of )(sζ  for real s  with 10 ≠< s  need be stated . Note 





s xsEns ),()(ζ  for 0>x  arbitrary and 10 ≠< s . In fact , it 







s ∫∞−− +− −+= 11 )(1 )(),( ψψ  , where 21][)( −−= uuuψ .













−  for 10 ≠< s , where the 
0-constant is absolute.  Thus , one can introduce the concept of the AFE of 
)(sζ  for positive real 1≠s  . Following our Theorem , the AFE of )(sζ  for 
positive s  will result in the AFE of )(srζ  for s  positive , where 1≥r  is an 
integer . 








sns ααζ  for 1>σ ; and its analytic continuation , 











1 ),,(2sin)1(2)(),(  , 
where 0>x is arbitrary and x
ty
pi2=  . For 1>>x  and 1>>y  , we have 
t
xyxxsE σσα −++⋅<< − 1)2log(),,(   uniformly in 10 ≤< α  and for 10 << σ .







ss nns αpipi  for 0<σ  ) . 
Here << constant is absolute  and  )(sΓ  denotes the gamma function . This 
can be easily checked from author [3] . Also see author [4]. Consequently in 









),,()(),( , where 0>x  is arbitrary and ∞<< s0  
and 1≠s  . We can see that 










αψαψα , where 21][)( −−= uuuψ  .
 Thus for 0>s , )(0),,( 1
1 s
s




α  as in the case of )(sζ  . For a given 
integer 1≥q  and for an integer a with qa ≤≤1  , let ),(),,( q
as sqqasz ζ−=  . 







snnsL χχ for 







),,()(),( χχ . From 











s xsEqnsnnaqasz ⋅++⋅−Γ+= −−
≤≤
− ∑∑ pipipipi  , 
: 5 :
where 0>x  arbitrary , x
ty pi2= ; and 1)( =na  for )(modqan ≡  and 0 







),,()(),( χχ , this results in 
the AFE for ),( χsL . Following our Theorem 1  , this will result in the AFE 
for ),(),( 21 χχ sLsL , where ),( 1χsL  and ),( 2χsL  are Dirichlet series 
corresponding to Dirichlet characters )(mod 11 qχ  and )(mod 22 qχ  
respectively , where 1, 21 ≥qq  are given integers .. In view of the highly 
generalised identity stated in the sequel , we can actually give an AFE for the 
product of functions represented by generalised Dirichlet series , instead of 
just ordinary Dirichlet series in some half planes .
              Next , we state our Theorem 1  . 
Theorem 1 : Let the functions )(1 sf  and )(2 sf  satisfy in a certain region of 























Ty =  so that ,0, 21 ≥yy
where )(1 sψ  and )(2 sψ are given functions and δ  is a fixed complex number . 
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Here 0)( 11 =na  , if n1  is not an integer ; and    
 
 0)( 22 =ma  , if m2  is not an integer . 
In addition , if there are functional equations 




















yys sEnnbssI δψψ δ  . 





are empty . We treat empty sums to be  zero . 









=  is irrational , 
then 02 =L  .






−− ++= δψ  with xTyx => ,0  . 
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Remark : If yx=  is irrational , then 0=L  .
Note that if 0=y , this corollary 1 reads as follows . 




− +=  with 0>x , 

























vauanA )()()(  .
              Thus we get an AFE for )(sζ  for 0>s  and 1≠s  as follows .










s XsEnnds ),()()( 2
2ζ ,









     where 0, >Xx  are arbitrary and  d(n) denotes divisor function .
     If )(X∆   is the remainder term of Dirichlet’s divisor problem so that 





γ , γ  being Euler’s constant , it is
                well-known that  )1(0)(2)( +−=∆ ∑
≤ Xn
n
XX ψ  . Here 21][)( −−= uuuψ  . In the 
                light of the presence of the term  )(xx sψ−−  (in ),(1 xsE ) , which contributes the 
    term  ( ))1(0)()(2 +∆=− −
≤
− ∑ XXX s
Xn
n
Xs ψ   to ),(2 XsE    (via the term 





Xs sEn   in   ),(2 XsE  ) the connection between )(X∆  and ),(2 XsE  is 
                obvious for 10 ≠< s  . On the other hand , when s  is complex in the critical 
                strip , the term )(xx sψ−−  in ),(1 xsE  contributes to ),(2 XsE












− χ ) , the expression 











− ∑∑ χψχψ  , 
    where 22 )( pi
tXY = .





ss XsEnsns ),()()( 1
1χζ , where 0>X  , XtY pi2=  and     
: 9 :
   
 )1()()( sss −= ζχζ  , with tXXXsE
σσ −+<< −
1),(1  provided 1>>X  , 1>>Y  , 
we can give a conjecture for the estimates of the remainder term of the AFE for 
)(sζ  , where the principal branch of logarithm has been considered .
 







snnasζ for 1>σ  . Note that )1()()( sss −⋅= ζχζ  .
          Thus , we have an AFE for )(sζ  in the form 









− χζ  ,           
        Thus we state our Results as follows .







snnasζ  for 1>σ  . 
        Let 10 << σ  ;  let pi2;0
txyx => , where 0≥t  .  









− ++= χζ  ,
         where for 1, >>YX  and pi2




XX σσ 1  ),(1 XsE     





















                                                        








−+ χ   ),(2 2/1 XsE+ . 
         Here  the third term in the curly bracket (involving summation) vanishes , if  
       Y
X  is  irrational  .           
              More generally , we have the following 
     Result 2 : For an integer 1≥q  , let )(modqχ  be a primitive Dirichlet 
     character and let ),( χsL  be the corresponding Dirichlet L-series . Let 
: 10 :







snnasL χχ  for 1>σ  and let ),1(),(),( χχψχ sLssL −=  .
     Let 0>x ; 
pi2
qtxy =  , where 0≥t ; 10 ≤≤ σ . Then  
   ),,(),(),(),(),( 21





   where for 1, >>YX  and pi2
qtXY =  ,  qt
XXq σσ −+− 12
1
 ),,(1 χXsE>>















   ),,(2
2






nanassL ),(),(),( χχχψ   and YX=  . 
    
    Note :  Here , we have considered principal branches of logarithms of the functions  
    concerned .                   
    
                 Next we state a few more corollaries of Theorem 1 , wherein the error
    terms (of the product of functions) have been estimated by taking only trivial
    bounds and hence may be improved upon by estimating the error terms more
    delicately .
             Next , we shall state an AFE for ),( αζ s  with explicit remainder term in a 
     convenient form and consequently , state an AFE for ),( χsL , where )(modqχ  is a 
     primitive Dirichlet character modulo an integer 1≥q  . We shall state these as 
   propositions . These results have been stated indirectly in author [3] . 
   Proposition 1 : Let its += σ  with 0≥t  and 10 << σ  and let 10 ≤< α .Let 10 <<η  
  be a small number . Let 0>x  be arbitrary and let xty pi2=  . Let 21][)( −−= uuuψ  .































































































































































































)(02 ανpi . 
If 1>>x  and 1>>y  , then we have )2log(1 +<<
− txK σ  and t
xK σ−<< 12  . 
























11 )(),,(  .
              Let )(modqχ  be a primitive Dirichlet character modulo an integer 1≥q  .





















χχτ  and 
   note that )()(),( χτχχτ nn =  , where )1,()( χτχτ =  with 2
1
)( q=χτ  , if )(modqχ
: 12 :











x saχ  for any 
   non-principal character )(modqχ , where 1≠s  . For arbitrary 0>X , replacing x
   by q
X  and α  by q
a  in Proposition 1 , we get the following Proposition 2 .
  Proposition 2 : Let 10 ≤≤ σ  and 0≥t  . Let 0>X  be arbitrary . Let )(modqχ  be
 a primitive character and let tyqX =pi2  and let 10 <<η  be a small number .
 Then we have 
),,()()1()1()2()(),( 1






























































































































02)()()( νpiνχχτχ  . 
  If 1>>X  and 1>>y  ,     we have )2(log)( 2
1
1 +<<
− tqXqK σχ  and qt
XK σχ −<< 1)(2  .






























ψχψχχ     
: 13 :
           sss qXqXXqq −−− <<+⋅+<< )2log(2
1
 .      
   
              
           More corollaries of  Theorem  1 :
Corollary 2 : For a primitive character )(modqχ , we have an AFE for ),(2 χsL  
as follows namely :
Let 10 ≤≤ σ , 0≥t  and let 0>X  and let XY qt /)( 22pi=  and let 





ss XsEnnndsnnndsL ),,()()(),()()(),( 2



















nxnssL )()(),(  χχψ  with YX=  .
 Here 0)( =nχ , if n  is not an integer .








X σχ . 





− tqqtqsE qt σpi χ  .
            Following our Theorem 1 and the Proposition 2 above , we shall give an 
           explicit expression for  ),( 22 χpi
qtsE  in the form of Theorem 2 below , which we 
           state without proof .  (Here it may be noted that )1),1(),( =− χψχψ ss  .
           Theorem 2 :  Let 10 ≤≤ σ  and 0≥t  . Let )(modqχ  be a primitive character 
: 14 :
            modulo an integer 1≥q  and let ),1(),(),( χχψχ sLssL −=  . Let x, X>0 be 
            arbitrary and let 222 )(; pipi
qtqt XYxy ==  and let 21][)( −−= uuuψ  .
            Let ),,()(),()(),( 1




−∑ ∑  ;
           ),,()()(),()()(),( 2















qts sEnnsM  , 







































































































<<− tqsEs qt χχψ pi  .
Remark : It is to be noted that Motohashi [2] has proved (in the case 1=q , that 







+∆−=− tsEs ttt pipipiχ  ,
following Riemann-Siegel formula for )(sζ  . On the same lines , one may 
obtain results for ),,(),1( 22 χχψ pi
qtsEs−  using Riemann-Siegel type formula 
: 15 :
for ),( αζ s  of author [5] . Of course , the Riemann-Siegel type formula for 
),( αζ s  could be useful , while dealing with ),,( 22 χpiqtsE  as a function of  t .  
However , while dealing with ),,( 22 χpi
qtsE  as a function of q , the expression for 
),,( 22 χpi
qtsE  of our Theorem 2 above , is useful . 
Additional Corollaries of Theorem 1 : 
Corollary 3 : I) If  22 )( tX cpi> for an absolute constant 1>c  ,
















II) If for integer 1≥q , )(modqχ  is a primitive character , then for 22 )( qtX cpi>


















ctx >  and  for 10 << σ  .









for qtx cpi2>  and 10 ≤≤ σ  . ( See corollary of author [3] ) .
Corollary 4 : For integers 1, 21 ≥qq , let )(mod 11 qχ  and )(mod 22 qχ  be Dirichlet 
characters both primitive and let  ),( 1χsL  and ),( 2χsL  be the corresponding 
Dirichlet L-series . Let 1,,, 2211 >>yxyx  with tqyx 1112 =pi  and tqyx 2222 =pi  and 
Let ),1(),(),( iii sLssL χχψχ −=  for 2,1=i  . 
: 16 :






− ∑ ∑∑∑ += s
ymn ymn xx
s mnnmssmnnmsLsL χχχψχψχχχχ
),,,( 2121 χχxxsE+ ,  where  ),,,( 2121 χχxxsE  








qqtqtqqqtxxqxqx ++++++⋅ −−− .
Taking 
pi21
1tqx =  and pi22 2






−− tqqtqqqqsE t σpi
σ
χχ .
From Corollary 2 , we get the following corollary .
Corollary 5 : If )(modqχ  is a primitive Dirichlet character and ),( χsL  is the 
corresponding Dirichlet L-series , then for 













and )2(log))((),,( 212121 21 +⋅+++⋅<<
− tqxxqtxxqxxsE
t
xx σχ  .
               For integral 1≥r  and for 10 << σ ,  consider the AFE of )(srζ  in the 









r XsEnndsnnds ),()()()()( 1χζ , where rtXY )( 2pi=  ;





X σσ   and ),2log(),( 2
1
2 +<<
− tXXsE σ  we get the 
: 17 :
following bounds for ),(3 XsE  and ),(4 XsE  , which we state as Corollary 6 . 
Corollary 6 : I) Let  10 <≤ σ ; 0≥t ; and 32 )( pi
tXY =  , where 1>>X ; 1>>Y  .





II) Let 10 <≤ σ ; 0≥t ;  and 0∈>  be arbitrary . Let 42 )( pitXY =  , where 1>>X ;




4  . 




X σ , so that )3log(),( 2
1
22 +<<
− ttsE t σpi  . 
In fact , a slightly superior inequality namely , )3log(),( 2
1
2 +<<
− tXXsE σ  , is 
already known giving )3log(),( 2
1
22 +<<
− ttsE t σ
pi
, which coincides with our 
estimate . Though our estimate is somewhat inferior , we have to appreciate the 
fact that our estimate for ),(2 XsE  makes use of bare minimal information 
namely  t




− tXXsE σ  makes use of a good deal of information .Incidentally 
, Motohashi[1] has proved better namely )3log(),( 3
1
22 +<<
− ttsE t σ
pi
 .
              It is not difficult to see that we can also give an AFE for )()( 21 sfsf  in 



















for δ  real , with an explicit expression for ),( 21xxsH  in terms of ),( 11 xsE  and 
: 18 :
),( 22 xsE . Also note that the remainder term 212,1 ,( xxsH ) can be estimated , if we 
have estimates for ),( 1xsE , as 1x  varies ; and ),( 2xsE , as 2x  varies ; and have 
estimates for arithmetical functions )(),(),( 121 nbnana  and )(2 nb . Applying the 


































r nnasrζ  for 1>σ ; 
where )(sζ  is Riemann zeta function , in view of the functional equation 
)1()()(
111
sss rrr −= ζχζ  with principal branches of logarithm under consideration , 
we have an AFE for )(
1














11 1χζ with rtXY 1)( 2pi= .
It may be possible to estimate ),(1 XsE
r





−− ++<< txyxxsE σσ  for 1>>t  where ),(1 xsE is the remainder term 
of AFE for )(sζ  .
              The main idea in the proof of our Theorem is a very simple identity 

















































More generally, instead of considering sets of lattice points ),( nm , we can 
generalise this identity to set of points of the form ),( nm λλ  , where ∞=1)( nnλ
is a strictly increasing sequence of positive real numbers such that ∞→nλ  as 
∞→n . The more general type of identity will have to be used , while 










































),( nm λλφ ∑≤− 2xnλ ∑≤< nxxmx λλ 211 ),( nm λλφ  
Here it must be mentioned that following Dirichlet’s device , Motohashi [1] 
obtained an identity namely , for  any integer 1≥N  ,
∑ ∑ ∑ ∑ ∑
≤ ≤ ≤ ≤
−=





for any arithmetical function )(na  . Here )(nd  is divisor function .
             Our identity above can be easily verified by considering points ),( nm λλ
between YX − axes and the rectangular hyperbola 21xxXY =  and noting that this 
region can be divided into three obvious disjoint regions . Motohashi’s identity is 
a particular case of our identity for nn =λ , )(),( mnanm =φ  and Nxx == 21 ;
and Dirichlet’s device , a particular case of Motohashi’s identity for constant 
function 1)( =na .
: 20 :
              Our motivation comes from Motohashi [1] , who uses his identity to 
obtain an expression ),(2 XsE , the remainder term of AFE for )(2 sζ  in the 
particular case pi2
tX =  . Motohashi [1] derives an expression ),(2 XsE


















 in the particular case of  pi2
tX =  , where ),( xsE  is the remainder term of AFE 
for )(sζ  .Following Riemann-Siegel’s method , Motohashi [1] uses his 
expression for ),( 22 pi
tsE  to obtain a counterpart of Riemann-Siegel’s formula for 
)(2 sζ  and also the estimate ttsE t log),( 3122 σpi −<<  for 3≥t .  In particular , he 
obtains the exact relation between ),( 22 pi
tsE and )( 2pit∆ , where )(X∆  is the 
remainder term of Dirichlet’s divisor problem . Motohashi [2]  also obtains an 
expression for ),( 22 pi
αtsE  for a rational α .  However , his expressions for 
),( 22 pi
αtsE are not  as  precise as in the case of ),( 22 pitsE .
Proof of Theorem 1 : We have in the region under consideration for 0, 21 >xx  
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δδψψ    
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ma nnbs s δψ
)(2 sψ=  ∑≤ 2( yn  ∑≤ 1xm  ∑≤− 1xm   ∑≤ 12xmyn  ∑≤− 2yn   ∑≤ 21ynxm ) ss mmannb −− )()( 12 δ







































































































This gives the expression for ),( 212,1 xxsE as in the statement of our Theorem 1 . 
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